
How To Use A Case Study
Marketing & Sales - Case studies provide social proof that adds value and

earns business.
Quotes - You can use case study quotes on social media, your website,

client presentations, product pages, and email signatures.
On Your Website - Here are some ways to use your case study on your

website.
A Case Study Page - Build a separate landing page for your case study
so it will be optimized for search engines to get found and offer a direct
link that can be used on social networks, sales material, press releases,
etc.
Your Home Page - Include your case study on your homepage using
customer quotes/testimonials, a call-to-action (CTA) to view your case
study, a slide-in CTA that links to your case study, or a  CTA that leads
to your case studies page so that visitors can see evidence of happy
customers right away.
Blogging - Repurpose your customer stories into blog posts that
identify with your target audience’s needs and serve as inspirational,
awareness-stage pieces of content that focus less on the data and
insights, and more on the achievements and transformation of your
customer.
A Lead Form or Slide-In CTAs - Create a lead form for visitors to fill out
in order to download the case study or a slide-in CTA on one of your
product pages that links to a case study of a customer who's had great
results from using the product.
Video - Put your case study videos on your homepage, YouTube
channel, or any place else where you post videos for your audience.
On Your Products Page - Having customer quotes and measured,
results-based snippets from your case study and/or video case studies
on your product landing pages will help keep that person moving
further along in their buyer’s journey.
Premium Content - You can take your premium content (guides, white
papers, infographics, etc.) to the next level. Adding the social proof
your case study provides will enhance your topic and build credibility. 
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Off Your Website - Not everyone is going to visit your website. Here are

some ways to use case studies other than your website.
Search Engine (SEO) - Use keywords to optimize your case study and
landing page to get found by your target audience. Include the
keywords in your case study’s headline, subheads, and body copy, and
include them in the landing page’s page title and metadata. When
posting links through your social networks and news releases, use
keywords as anchor text.
Social Media - When shared on social media, a relevant case study will
increase your brand awareness, credibility, and authority.
Email/Email Signature - You can tease the case study in an email, tell
the story over a series of emails, or include a link to a recent case study
in your email signature so that everyone you send an email to can
experience the story of how you help clients find success.
Newsletters - Include case studies in newsletters to gain new clients
and improve relationships with current customers.
Social Bookmarking - Bookmark your case study landing page on social
bookmarking sites to share with your network.
News Wires - News wires like PR Newswire or Marketwire are great for
increasing inbound links and generating traffic to your landing page.
Send an optimized press release across regional or national news wires
that announces and details your case study to get in front of relevant
bloggers and editors who might cover it to gain media coverage and
generate interest in your case study.
Training - Use customer case studies to help develop buy-in, belief in,
and understanding of what you do to improve the lives of your
customers and the world in general when bringing new employees on
board so that they will perform at a higher level. 
Speaking Engagements

Lead Generation Content - You can create a variety of offers based on

your case studies.
eBooks
Webinars
Presentations and Demonstrations
Slideshares

 


